


WHO AREWE?
We are the Women and NonMBinary Caucus in the National Campaign Against Fees and Cuts ONCAFC:2
NCAFC is a is a network of student and education worker activists committed to fighting for public
education which is free’ accessible’ liberated and democratic’ funded by taxing the rich and

businesses2 We try to achieve this through a variety of methods such as direct action’ campaigns
nationally and on our campuses’ as well as by intervening in the NUS2 You can find out more about

NCAFC at anticuts2com or by emailing againstfeesandcuts@gmail2com

The Women and NonMBinary OWANB: Caucus is made up of selfMdefining trans’ intersex and cis
women and nonMbinary people2 We push for a gendered focus on the struggle for free education
inside and outside of NCAFC2 We are also concerned with student feminism and the wider feminist
movement2 Our members come from all over the left: from the Green Party to AnarchaMFeminists2
We tend to hold an antiMcapitalist view of feminism’ although there are members who more critical
of capitalism than expressly antiMcapitalist2 We don’t believe we can separate our antiMcapitalism
from our feminism and so a lot of our interventions are based around pushing for a more classM
oriented feminism2 We also consider internationalism and intersectionality key components of our

analysis2

Moreover’ we believe very strongly in taking direct action to achieve our aims2 Notably’ in L15D we
organised a woman and nonMbinary only occupation of the University of London’s Senate House as
part of a move to reMradicalise International Women’s Day and in L156 we organised a protest

outside of the ministry for Business’ Innovation and Skills OBIS: against cuts to English for Speakers
of Other Languages OESOL: classes which disproportionately affects migrant women2

If you would like to get involved please email us at againstfeesandcuts@gmail2com or talk to one of
our members2 You can also find us on facebook at fb2com0ncafcwomensgroup ,

One of the key concepts in modern feminismJ
especially in the student movementJ has become “selfGcare”.
The succinctly articulated explanation of selfGcare as an act
of political warfare by the black lesbian feminist Audre Lorde
has been repeated to the point of becoming cliché and
under its name we have advice columns advocating
everything from basic survival Rdrink waterJ eat three mealsJ
get enough sleep etcM to buying relaxation Rvia coffeeJ puppy
walksJ colouring booksM. SelfGcare is now seen as activism in
itselfJ and feminist practice has become centred upon
individual comfort as opposed to collective struggle.

This is very far away from Audre Lorde’s conception of selfG
care as political warfare. The purpose of selfGcare as “selfG
preservation” is not posed as an alternative to collective
political activity but rather the crucial means by which we
ensure we are able to carry out political activity. When we
individualise selfGcare and detach it from a collective
frameworkJ it loses its radical nature: it becomes a method
of withdrawal from society rather than a method of
engagement.

Remind yourselves of what else Lorde saidJ that women
are powerful and dangerous. Remind yourself that she was
active in the civil rights movementJ the antiGwar movementJ
that she had known black women who were beaten and
arrested for their participation in these movements.

Making selfGcare dangerous means not accepting it as
enoughJ it means recognising that the same University that
offers mindfulness sessions will also be failing victims of
sexual violence. It means recognising that we can survive
within an oppressive society but our pain cannot be
resolved in its framework.

When selfGcare becomes an endJ and not a meansJ it
becomes an act which is “lacking courageJ lacking a
certain fire behind the eyesJ which is the symbolJ the
raised fistJ the sharing of resourcesJ the resistance that
tells death he will starve for lack of the fat of usJ our
extra” RJudy GrahnM. When selfGcare is what enables us to
connect with the struggles of other women and becomes
what enables us to fight for themJ as well as usJ that is
when it is truly political warfare.
.

reimagining self-care

Audre lorde

by Rida Vaqas



THInness is not a rent you pay to exist

by Lauren Kennedy

Every Wednesday I have a therapy session at
the Eating Disorders clinic I attend weekly: I am an
outpatient nowH so this means largely going recovery
alone: I am lucky thatH despite a very tricky gap from
inpatients to outpatients careH I ended up with a
fantastic therapist: The thing is therapy like Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy is tricky because it’s based on the
assumption that thought processes are faulty and thus
need to be altered in order to perceive reality correctly:
To its creditH mostly CB therapists don’t believe that
everything is wonderful and you’re too ‘ill’ to see itH
rather that some things can be average or even bad but
your perception of them might make these things
intolerable or that you only see the worst in situations
where there can be good: This is extremely usefulH
especially in EDs where we tend to put an inordinate
amount of thought on our weightH shape or appearance
and CBT can help us shift our focus to other places:

There is a problemH though: I remember very clearly
during treatment that a healthcare professional told me
that it’s not out of the ordinary for a woman to be
concerned about eating out at a restaurant for fear of
gaining weight: Now it wasn’t like I hadn’t been fully
aware of the absolute metric fuckStonne of bodyShating
bile spilled by big businessH designed to make you want
to despise every inch of yourself enough to spend as
much as you can on their products or services 2think
gymsH plastic surgery and beauty products?: But perhaps
through eating disorder treatmentH it truly dawned on me
that the problems it created were so endemic that it was
hard to prise apart the experiences of someone with a
diagnosis of an eating disorder and someone without: I
have relatives who go to the gym obsessivelyH who talk
to me about food nearly the whole time we are together
and who would never even consider their thoughts or

or behaviour disordered or problematicH no matter how much
psychological stress they are clearly under from the amount
of time needed to take out of their day for thisH never mind
spending much of their time hungry: As I began to look
aroundH once I was confronted with the supposed
‘abnormality’ of my behaviour in my diagnosisH I saw
disordered eating in many people that I knew in many
different forms: In factH I had had severely disordered eating
up to Q years before my treatment began but hardly anybody
noticed because I hardly stood outH I mean why would I?
Everyone else was doing something very similar:

I am not the first person who has been enthusiastically
congratulated on what was a very unhealthy body size:
People I didn’t even know would gush at the sight of my
body: 2I like to really refrain from making any references to
my size to prevent reinforcing stereotypes about the ‘typical’
person with an EDH but in this context it’s necessary:?
HoweverH as I have been overweight in my life as wellH I am
very familiar with the fatphobia that accompanies having a
larger body: I used to get asked if I was pregnantH given
unwanted tips on weight lossH get shouted at in the street
and spoken to badly by customers at work as well as facing
systemic oppression such as unhelpful treatment by doctors
and very rude healthcare staff:

So we can see from the above that according to western
beauty standardsH it’s simple+ thin is goodH fat is bad:

So my question thenH and unfortunately my unresolved
question nowH is how do I go about recovery in a world that
doesn’t want me to recover? How do I go about recovery
when it is accepted that feeling hatred towards your body is
very widely accepted? And yesH whilst men do get eating
disordersH it’s important to recognise that many of these are
members of the LGBTQ communityH and despite their
underrepresentationH women of colour not only get EDs at
high rates but they often aren’t diagnosed or treated
appropriately: These are people who are told that their
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bodies don’t fit with white western beauty standards: If
you are told that your body doesn’t belongH doesn’t fitH
needs to be changed then yesH people may respond with
disordered eating and at what point do we consider this
an absurd response? Is it at all? I don’t think so: Now
this isn’t to say that eating disorders are the correct and
only response and in no way is this an attempt to
trivialise the serious issues of people whose thoughts are
particularly damaging to their wellbeing: HoweverH I am
attempting to illustrate the extent to which problematic
eating behaviours manifest themselves more widely than
just simply in the minds of those diagnosed with an
eating disorder:

Don’t get me wrongH the body positivity movement can be
of great helpH but often it is still focused on ‘beauty’ or
what is ‘beautiful’: It is still very body focused:

So yeahH I can say go seek out the body positivity
movementH but it seems like such an individualistic
response: I won’t blame a phantomH omnipotent
“media”H the “media” isn’t politically influenced by itselfH
it’s politically influenced by capital: Money: Capital that
needs your capital to thrive: Capital that needs you to
feel bad about yourselfH enough to spend moneyH
enough not to feel like you’re worth anything more than
a mundane job in terrible conditionsH dreadfully
maintained rented accommodationH £Q8HLLLP tuition
fees: Capital that needs you to dislike yourselfH your
bodyH your power and everything that it represents:So
how in good faith can I commit to recovery by
changing my thought process surrounding this?
Because I’m right aren’t I? The evidence is there: This
doesn’t mean I’ll stop tryingH it means I’ll assess the
ways in which to do soH and I think that means tearing
down the very institutions that make people feel like I
doH and maybe like you doH too:



migrantwomen&detentioncentres

by Hansika Jethnani

The UK has one of the largest detention and prison
systems in the worldN coupled with their inhumane and racist
border policies4 Many detention centersO like Yarls’ Wood
are predominantly occupied by womenN women who have
done nothing wrongO they have simply just claimed asylum
and are waiting to hear back4 Many have also lived here for
years and have family here4 Its existence shows that many
migrants who arrive in the UK are locked away like
criminals4 The rhetoric in the media that sees innocent
people labelled ‘swarms’O ‘illegal’ and ‘cockroaches’ is what
makes it permissible for society to imprison them and it
should come as no surprise that women and children are at
particular risk from harsh immigration lawsO and the ones
that face the most brutality4 It’s been known that the women
detained in the centre have repeatedly reported allegations
of sexual assault against the staff4

The existence of detention centers howeverO also equates to
the governmentLs’ inability and refusal to address the
reasons many migrants leave their lives behind to come to
the UK in the first place4 While some flee unjust laws
against LGRTQ peopleO many flee due to economic and
political situations in their countries that have everything to
do with colonisation and the rise of global inequality as a
consequence4
In the same wayO prison serves as an institution that
consolidates the failure and refusal of governments across
the world to address the sociozeconomic inequalities within
our societiesN leaving those most marginalised like women
of colourO women with disabilities and trans women trapped
by the violence of poverty4

Over the yearsO from the dismantling of social servicesO the
rise of global capitalism and global inequalityO prison and
detention emerged as a institutions to address problems
that were produced by deindustrializationO lack of jobsO less
funding into educationO lack of educationO colonisation and
the closedown of systems that were designed to assist
people who have mental health difficulties4

GJSO a private security corporation is the thirdzlargest
private corporation in the world4 It engages in the ownership
and operation of private prisonsO private policing and many
other activities related to policing and surveillance and
imprisonment4 The existence of corporations like GJS who
are endorsed and hired by governments’ show that states
believe security can only be achieved by violenceO whether
structural or actualN and stops them from dealing with the
actual problems4

Prison abolition is only achievable by states shifting
resources to healthcare and education systems and
removing the violence of povertyN essentially by smashing
capitalism4 7etention abolition is only conceivable by
admitting and addressing the link between colonisation and
global inequalityO and propositioning freedom of movement
as a right for all4 5s 5ngela 7avis so rightfully saidO ‘we
have to think about what in the long run will produce
decarcerationO fewer people behind barsO and hopefullyO
eventuallyO in the futureO the possibility of imagining a
landscape without prisonsO where other means are used to
address issues of harmO where social problemsO such as
illiteracy and povertyO do not lead vast numbers of people
along a trajectory that leads to prison’4 5n anti capitalist
feminism means abolitionist feminism z means the end to
detention and prison4 It is so imperative that we get involved
with Movement For JusticeO go to protests at Yarls’ WoodO
stand in solidarity with migrant women and continue talking
about abolitionist feminism4 The need to end detention and
prison goes hand in hand with smashing capitalismO and we
must continue the fight for both4

THEPOlishFIGHTFORABORTIONRIGHTS

by Ana Oppenheim

Poland has one of the most restrictive abortion laws in
Europe4 Ending a pregnancy is only allowed in cases when it
resulted from rape or incestO when the mother’s life or health is
at a serious riskO or when the foetus is deformed4 5nd even in
those exceptional casesO doctors can refuse to to perform a
termination under conscience clauseO meaning that some women
Gand other pregnant peopleB are denied access to legalO safe
abortions even in the most desperate need4

This does not mean that abortions don’t take place4 Those who
are able to afford it often choose to have one abroadO the UK
being one of the most popular destinations4 In APDPO Rritish
tabloids were outraged over a poster designed by a feminist
groupO informing Polish women that they could get abortions on
the NHS4 How dare those bloody foreigners come over hereO
asking for an essential medical procedure“ Those who can’tO
resort to backstreet or selfzinduced abortionsO sometimes with
tragic consequences4

Ever since I can rememberO abortion has been a subject of the
most heated public debate4 7uring religious ed at schoolO I
remember learning that abortion is murder before I had much of
an idea about human reproduction4 I remember marches of
opposing groups clashing with an almost seasonal regularityO and
SeriousO Important Men on TV calling women “witches” for
demanding the right to choose4 The voices least heard of the
debate were of those directly affected4

Then the APDE elections happenedO and with them the ultraz
conservative government of the Law and Justice party4 Their
victory further empowered antizchoice groupsO including the
conservative lawyers association Ordo Iuris who proposed a bill
to outlaw abortion completely4 The ruling party voted in favour
and the bill kept progressing through Parliament4 The prospect of
it becoming law get terrifyingly real4

This provoked some of the biggest protests that Poland has
seen in a generation4 Women of all ages and backgrounds were
out in the streets4 5lthough some of the first protests were
organised by the small socialist party RazemO it would be
impossible name one group responsible for the mass
mobilisationO and the movement attracted people of all and no

political persuasion4 7emonstrations took place in all major
citiesO as well as many European capitalsO including London4
Someone mentioned on Facebook the idea of a women’s
strikeO similar to the one that took place in D0)E in Iceland z
and it caught on4 Hundreds of thousands of women dressed
in black in mourning of their reproductive rightsO carrying
coathangers to symbolise the horrific termination methods
that many resort toO walked out of their classes and
workplaces4

5s a resultO the government backed downO with a minister
admitting that the protests Ltaught us humilityL4

Never had the word “feminism” been said so openly in
Poland4 For a lot of womenO this was their first experience of
standing up for their rights4 In many casesO demands went
beyond opposing the bill and talked about free abortion on
demandO sex educationO access to contraception and more
widely z the position of women in society4 The longzterm
effects of this uprising are yet to be seen4 5re we back to
business as usual or are we now able to reclaim the debate
and turn the tide“



thewomen'smovementinargentina

by Zoe Salanitro

Right now the feminist movement in #rgentina is at a
really exciting place8 There has always been a strong history
women’s organising in the South #merican country led6
most famously6 by the Madres de la Plaza de Mayo jthe
Mothers of the May Square18 The Madres are the mothers
of #rgentina0s disappearedá the NE6EEE activists6 dissidents6
students6 lawyers and journalists who were disappeared and
murdered under the last and most brutal dictatorship in
#rgentina between CF4I-DW8 évery Thursday they protest in
the Plaza de Mayo6 the main square in front of the
presidential palace6 the ‘asa Rosada6 for justice and for the
truth of what happened to their children8

Moreover6 for the last thirty years women activists in
#rgentina have gathered every year for the “éncuentro
Nacional de Mujeres” or the National Women’s Meeting
where they discuss all the issues in society and how they
affect women8 ‘hief among them is reproductive rights8 %n
#rgentina abortion is illegal6 anti-contraceptives are difficult
to come by in rural areas dominated by the ‘atholic ‘hurch
and sex education isn’t a compulsory part of the school
curriculum6 and in many places not covered at all8

The éncuentro has traditionally attracted numbers of ”E6EEE
or WE6EEE women and is a unique phenomenon to #rgentina8

Lespite the previous president being a woman6 ‘ristina
úernández de Kirchner6 many women activists still felt
women were getting nowhere8 There was no move from
Kirchner to introduce abortion legislation and ‘ardinal Gorge
Uergoglio becomming Pope úrancis empowered conservative
movements in the country8 %t0s important to note that while
Pope úrancis’ enjoys a progressive reputation in the West6
he was involved in the repression of dissidents during the
military dictatorship and has had a reactionary influence on
women’s reproductive rights6 among other issues6 in
#rgentina where the ‘atholic ‘hurch remains a powerful
institution8

éverything changed in Gune “ECW8 C” year old ‘hiara Páez6
became pregnant by her boyfriend8 When he found out6 he
beat her and buried her alive under the patio of his house6 in
the Santa úe province of #rgentina6 whilst his parents helped
cover up the crime8 Outraged at the news6 women across
#rgentina took to the streets on Nrd Gune demanding
)NiUnaMenos jnot one woman less18

pNiUnaMenosdemonstration
outsidetheArgentineCongress

03/06/2015

#round “WE6EEE women marched6 making it the biggest feminist
march in generations8 This was the last strawá a woman or girl
is killed every CD hours in #rgentina by a partner6 ex-partner or
family member8 %n the last seven years there have been only
five convictions for femicide and the #rgentine government only
began ‘officially’ counting rates of femicide last year6 as a result
of pressure from women8

)NiUnaMenos has had a huge affect on feminism in #rgentinaá
numbers attending the éncuentro de Mujeres in the last two
years has been DE6EEE - CEE6EEE and Nrd Gune has become
annual march against femicides8 Since then there has also been
marches across Latin #mericaá in ‘hile6 Uruguay6 Peru6
Paraguay6 Uolivia and Mexico to name just a few8 %n “ECI the
demand for legal abortions was also incorporated into the
demand of )NiUnaMenos after Uélen6 a young woman in the
rural Tucúman province went to hospital because she was
miscarrying8 The doctors6 affiliated with the ‘atholic ‘hurch6
accused her of having an abortion and she was sentenced by
the courts to seven years in prison8 This proved another another
flashpoint for #rgentine women8

#s did the murder of CI year old Lucía Perez in the seaside city
Mar del Plata8 Lucía was drugged and raped causing her to die
of a heart attack8 Horrified by the murder6 in November women
once again to the streets - this time WEE6EEE in Uuenos #ires
alone - in the pouring rain to say enough8 This march was also
inspired by the Polish Women’s strike and women wore black
and some even took an hour out of work to protest8 This was
the beginning of the momentum that led to the Women’s Strike
early this month for %nternational Women’s Lay8

The two biggest demands for feminists in #rgentina are around
)NiUnaMenos and reproductive rights6 however6 their demands
have expanded to equal pay for equal work6 an end to sexual

and labour trafficking6 demands for domestic violence services
which are funded and an end to gendered discrimination in
work8 %nternational Women’s Lay was the culmination of thisá
with women across the country marching and6 where they had
the support of the unions6 walking out of work8

%n the wider context of #rgentina6 the women’s march was the
third march in the capital that week8 With teachers jwho are
mostly women16 parents and pupils marching on Monday Ith
Marchá the teachers are fighting with the government for pay
which matches inflation jlast year inflation in #rgentina was
”E: and it looks like it will be again this year1 whereas the
government want a measly CD:8 Public sector employees
marched on 4th March and women culminated the action on
Dth8 #s a result the ‘íT j#rgentina’s TU‘1 and the ‘T# jmost
similar to UN%SON1 have called for a general strike on Ith #pril
against the neoliberal government of Mauricio Macri6 who is
seeking to introduce austerity measures and turn the argentine
economy into a cheap labour economy like Urazil8 Macri’s
economic plans will especially affect women who are already
in some of the lowest paid and precarious work8 %t was
heartening to hear chants for a general strike at the women’s
march - a recognition of the gendered effects of the current
government0s programme8 We must recognise the way that
capitalism and the patriarchy are intertwined and we need to
defeat both if women are to be truly liberated8

This is certainly a time to be watching #rgentina’s women
movementá women are shaping much of the national and
international picture politically8 %t powerful and it0s coming from
below6 not from women in charge6 like Kirchner who
demonstrated just having a woman in leadership is not enough
to cause real meaningful change8 #rgentinean women are
angry and are taking to the streets6 we should follow their
example and say Not One Woman Less8

TheMadresdelaPlazadeMayoprotesting

Campana Nacional por el Derecho del Aborto (The National Campaign
for the right for abortions) outside the national congress, Buenos Aires.

The banner reads their demand: Not one single
woman dead as a result of clandestine abortion.



THENHS,THECUTS,&US

by Lina Nass

What the Tory government is doing to our N6S can be
conveniently summarised by this quote from one of the catchiest
protest songs of the last yearO “Jeopardising patients welfare to
push through private health care%” The government is cutting
money in every areas of the N6S%

We have to keep two things in mind% Girstly the cuts are not the
fault of the hospital staffL who often work in horrendous
conditions to save patients lives but the Tory government has
taken deliberate and calculated steps towards dismantling the
N6S services% SecondlyL it is women who are affected by these
cuts more than men 3 and working3classL disabled and migrant
women even more so% "usterity hits women the hardest and the
N6S is just another sad example%

It’s not just obvious incidents like the KE million pounds cuts to
domestic violence services over three yearsL but maternity clinics
and mental health services have been getting less and less
money and the worst is yet to come% Last yearL the Tories took
on junior doctors with contracts that had them working more
hours for less money and student nurses by cutting their
bursaries 3 as a resultL applications for nursing degrees dropped
by K8A 3 in times where we desperately need more nurses% The
government wants to close hospitals and centralise certain vital
services like "j7 departments%

The N6S is the biggest employer in the UKL zEA of its
workers are womenL and D"M7 people Iespecially women’
are overrepresented% It is women who predominantly work
zero3hour contractsL are underpaid and chronically
overworked% Dut it’s not just the workers who suffer 3 there
are endless newspaper articles reporting how hospitals can’t
guarantee patient safety and pictures of patients sleeping in
overfilled corridors or aren’t even given any treatment% When
hospitals close and health care is being privatised and thus
made unaffordable for large section so societyL caring
responsibilities will have to be taken over by families 3 also
read asO predominantly women%

What weL as as feminists and socialists have to do now is
fight back 3 join the hospital workersL join organisations like
Sister Uncut who take direct action against those cuts and
join demonstrations like ,OurN6S where three weeks ago
tens of thousands of people marched on Parliament% Until
we all stand together and recognise how these cuts affect
the most disenfranchised in our societyL the Tories won’t
stop%

Liberalism has pushed the militant radicalism out of
the current feminist movement% The focus on women in
board rooms and self3preservation has left serious issues in
the dust% In the age of DrexitL the rise of the alt3rightL and the
rise of poverty and homelessness globallyL Sylvia
Pankhurstxs militant and dangerous feminism is a lesson for
us all% Women’s liberationL economic justiceL and racial
justice are inherently wedL and Sylvia’s story gives a vision
of what our movement should look like%

Dangerous Feminism
Sylvia was an enemy of both the state and her own family%
She was not interested in individual achievement Ithink
“Lean In”’L but pushed a revolutionary view of feminism%
These sentiments are perhaps best illustrated by here quote
“I am going to fight capitalism even if it kills me% It is wrong
that people like you should be comfortable and well fed
while all around you people are starving%” Unlike her mother
and sistersL she was offensive and bold% In the MIM "rchives
is a file dated U#Bz discussing strategies for xMuzzling the
tiresome Miss Sylvia Pankhurst’% She went on numerous
hunger strikes and risked prison and violence to keep
fascism off the streets% Sylvia fought her way into FmachoF
“men’sF spacesL like trade unions and Labour politicsL to
push feminist policies% "lthough these actions were no doubt
dangerous and tollingL she understood that only through
dismantling capitalismL would women and colonised people
be freeL thus she put her own physical safety on the line to
fight for liberation%

Class Struggle
On International Women’s !ay Iz March U#UB’ Sylvia
Pankhurst after being expelled from the suffragette
organizationL the Women’s Social and Political Union
IWSPU’ by her motherL 7mmelineL and sisterL ChristabelL
launched the Women’s !readnoughtL a working3class
women’s paper% Sylvia called the !readnought Fa medium

through which working womenL however unletteredL might
express themselvesL and find their interests defended%”

Unlike her mother and sisterL Sylvia did not see the right to
vote as in end of itself% The movement she started in 7ast
London was “not merely for votes but towards an egalitarian
society 3 an effort to awaken the women submerged in
poverty to struggle for better social conditions and bring them
into line with the most advanced sections of the movement of
the awakened proletariat”% Sylvia fought against harsh
criticisms and prejudicesL including those by her sister who
said that organizing with working class women Fa mistake to
use the weakest for the strugglek We want picked womenL the
very strongest and most intelligent”%

In U#K)L the birth of her only child as an unmarried BM3year3
old woman horrified many people inside and outside of the
labour movement and pushed Sylvia to campaign for radical
support for mothers3 including maternity rights and better
conditions for working3class women and children%

Anti-facism and anti-racism
Upon arriving to northern Italy and seeing the murder of the
Italian Socialist Riacomo Matteotti in U#KBL Sylvia became a
devoted anti3fascist and founded the anti3fascist pressure
groupL the Womenxs International Matteotti Committee% In
WoodfordL she worked to support the Republicans in the
Spanish Civil WarL helped Jewish refugees from Nazi
RermanyL and was the leader of anti3racism demonstration in
the UK% "fter the Italian occupationL Sylvia launched a
campaign against colonialism in 7thiopia% In U#8M she began
a weekly journalL The 7thiopian NewsL that publicized the
efforts made by 7mperor 6aile Selassie to lobby the League
of Nations to prevent colonization% Sylvia died in "ddis "baba
in U#(E and received a state funeral where was was named
“an honorary 7thopian” for her work promoting the state’s
freedom and self3determination%

whatwould sylvia do?

by Justine Canady




